Study the health effects of exposure to children is minimal published Iwate Prefecture

Province has announced the results of the second survey (86) was carried out on (nuked) internal radiation exposure of children by TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident. The amount of radioactive cesium was evaluated in the urine is greatly reduced from the previous survey, "health effects is very small and".

Conducted in January this year from October last survey, 132 people in the target 86 people worked (March 2007-December 2011) the last time.

The largest number of children in three of the amount of radioactive cesium in two liters of urine per day, less than 1-2 is becquerel (3.4%). Then, 32 people (37.2%), 51 people is less than 1 Bq was not detected (59.3%).

33 people (25%), less than 1-2 becquerel is significantly reduced from the previous people were many and 25 (18.9%) is less than 2-3 Becquerel. Less than 0.01 mSv and 86 people were also in the calculation of the total cumulative dose of up to 70 years old.

2 liters of urine opinion is also the burden of children, experts from the "continuation of the investigation is not necessary," such as, but has come out, the county health department for the implementation of the next promotion "is also heard opinions of contributors I have "I want to decide Te."

[PR]

Useful Information [PR]
And practical mind "wrapping paper" [those popular in the city recently, applications spread
Aesthetics and skill unique to Japan - what makeup bag tears vogue these
days for each]?
[Things] vogue these days for each mask is also ちよい plus enhancements
... diversification

**Bubka medicated hair tonic is a high evaluation.**
Dense compounding the M-034. It is the active ingredient 99% to 32 types. Campaign [bubka.jp](bubka.jp)

**Happy teen car insurance to 4-50**
Even if children get a license, it is glad because of the reference premium 'main driver'. [www.ins saison.co.jp](www.ins saison.co.jp)

**If Gulliver used car**
☆ find the used car you want in just 30 seconds to enter easy cheap car luxury car from [221616.com](221616.com)

**Easy Search office detective investigation cheating**
☆ 're Wondering, easy search detective and detective agency that works for you that will examine first the
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**Local news**

Beginning of the fiscal year 25 budget ensure Edogawa 3.6 billion yen in the business review
Advice to pregnant women and new mother
Detection of specific effects ... economic revitalization in concert with the national fiscal budget Yokohama [perspective] 25
Total general account budget year in Yokohama 25 trillion 398.6 billion yen about
Police arrest men Inzai Chiba 52-year-old man suspected of attempted murder in the car I
Chiba aim down 27% amount of damage serious about anti-boar
Sell it to the college student Chiba limited "yakitori Valentine" thought
To a total of four animals Tama Zoo third case baby king cheetah Japan's only
Fuji I was across the sea promenade [Gulf]
Metropolitan adult flu alert issued in over 40% of patients with
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**About the ads - Interest Match**

- This haute couture and ...
- To keep the surface temperature of the skin comfortable ...
- Nail huge audience to the panel dated [CP +]
- To you in the job hunting advice from seniors
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**Special Planning**

**The old man was amazing!**
That the pyramid monuments, such as the Roman aqueduct in the world ... are transmitted to
modern Horyuji

**Freshly baked bread for breakfast**
Get the best walks in the morning! Daily life to enjoy the popular bakery bread

**Women's "work at home"**
I work at home while balancing work and now! That lets you take your job "like" your

**Wonder as seen from the sky**
When I look at the wonders of the sky a dynamic force of human nature began to
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**Attention information**

- A must see! Daunetku initial cost
  Down wisely deposit, key money, the initial cost to take something ... moving expenses

- Auto insurance is cheaper in comparison
  Find the lowest insurance companies comparison car insurance quote once
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